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Little Dorrit Park and Peace Garden | Consultation Summary
1.

Background

Bankside Open Spaces Trust (BOST) is an environmental and volunteering charity. In 2020 it
celebrated 20 years of protecting, preserving and enhancing parks, gardens and other amenities in
London’s SE1 and surrounding areas. BOST was set up with the aim of improving people’s health
and wellbeing by making where they live and work greener and more beautiful.
BOST manage and maintain open spaces, welcome volunteers from both the community and the
corporate sector, run regular gardening groups, support park steering groups, organise and take part
in public events and educational projects, and offer advice to others. It collaborates closely with local
residents and businesses to champion green spaces.
The parks which BOST help to manage, have won more than 32 awards, including the UNESCO Man
and Biosphere award, London in Bloom Champion of Champions and the MPGA London Spade for
our community gardening partnerships.
Owing to its track record, local placement and its strong relationship with the local community, BOST
were approached by Southwark Council to build on BOST’s existing community network in the area
to undertake consultation with local residents to understand what enhancements residents would like
to see in Little Dorrit Park.
Funding for enhancements is to be provided through a Section 106 Agreement, related to the
redevelopment of nearby Brandon House.
This report summarises the ideas which have been proposed by the community and local activists.

2.

Methods of consultation

2.1

Direct engagement

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, Bankside Open Spaces Trust arranged a consultation event within
Little Dorrit Park on 17th July 2019. It was advertised by posters displayed throughout the local area
via direct letters to residents and local parents through local schools. BOST staff handed fliers to
parents collecting pupils from the adjacent St Josephs and Cathedral primary schools as well as
Charles Dickens school on Lant Street.
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The event was assisted by the fine weather. BOST offered free refreshments and ran an art and crafts
table, aimed at collating children’s ideas through collage and poster making. Adults were offered free
herb plants in exchange for offering their comments on the existing park and their ideas and
aspirations for the space in the future. The event was organised and run by one consultant, four
BOST staff members and a graduate from BOST’s Future Gardener’s scheme.
All participants were encouraged to leave
comments on post-it notes under headings. A
total of 57 individuals left responses on post-it
notes, along with 22 collages/posters created
by children; ideas were very diverse ranging
from wildlife areas, ziplines, trampolines,
carousels, a funfair to flying popcorn machines!
Some of these young artists’ pictures have
been included in the appendices.
Participants were also invited to the join the
Friends of Little Dorrit Park (FOLD),
established by BOST.
FOLD is intended to act as the hub for
distributing information locally and will provide
a forum for the evolving design process.
Following the initial consultation responses, Southwark Council met with BOST to discuss the results.
It was agreed that further consultation was required in order to capture a wider audience of existing
and potential park users.

2.2

Online virtual consultations

Owing to Covid-19 restrictions, BOST undertook two virtual consultation sessions using the online
Zoom meeting platform on 28th October and 18th November 2020. The meetings were announced via
BOST and Southwark Council’s websites as well as via BOST’s community network, social media
and the Friends of Little Dorrit Park steering group. A downloadable link suitable for smartphones and
other digital devices was used. Two online meetings were held in October and November 2020. BOST
intended to hold another online meeting for parents and carers or to join local schools’ online PTA
meetings but this was unfortunately not possible to arrange. The Zoom presentation is included in the
appendices.
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The 1.5 hour Zoom meetings were hosted by the Head of BOST’s Parks and Community Team, one
in the afternoon and one in the evening for participants’ convenience. Participants were thanked for
giving their time. The background to the park was explained; Little Dorrit playground and the Peace
Garden pocket park is managed by Southwark Council and supported by Bankside Open Spaces
Trust. It is named after Little Dorrit, a Charles Dickens character. The novel is about Amy Dorrit also
known as Little Dorrit who was born and raised in Marshelsea Prison which used to be located just
across Borough Road from the park.
It was explained that Section 106 funds had already been secured for the park but the total amount
had yet to be confirmed and so participants’ ideas and views would help determine the amount
required. Works to improve the park and Peace Garden would likely begin in 2021. But before then,
BOST and Southwark council wanted to gather the views of people who live and work in the area. It
was emphasised that owing to the relatively short time for the meeting (1.5 hours), not all views would
be able to be heard fully enough and therefore participants were urged to fill out the online
questionnaire, so that BOST could get each participant’s personal, in-depth views. Participants were
invited to email their views to the BOST team as well.
Participants were shown views of the park and pictures of the general layout. It was emphasised that
the whole layout of the park might be changed, not just park furniture and so participants were
encouraged to ‘think outside of the box’. Participants were asked initially to fill in and submit a poll.
Then individual elements of the park were discussed in discussion groups under the following
headings:
•

•

•
•

Play equipment: did participants like the play equipment? Is it outdated? Would participants
like more natural play equipment? Is there enough play equipment for certain age groups?
What other suggestions did participants have?
Access and boundaries: how could the layout of the park be improved? For example, should
the children’s play equipment be in an allocated area? Should there be a separate area for
adults? Could the borough road entrance be more welcoming such as opening it up and taking
down the fence? Could the alleyway be widened or incorporated into the park? Is better
lighting or surfacing needed?
Benches: did participants want to see more or less benches? Did they like the picnic style
benches?
Greenery; would participants like more plants and trees and more landscaping of the park?
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•

The Peace Garden: how could the garden be improved? Did participants like the mosaic?
Dogs are allowed in the peace garden but not in Little Dorrit Park as it’s a children playground.
Did participants like this as a separate dog area? Should it be bigger or smaller?

Participants were thanked and reminded to fill out the online questionnaire.

2.3

Online surveys

As well as the Zoom meeting consultations, local residents were invited to fill out an online
questionnaire (see web link used above). The closing date for the questionnaires was 16th November
2020 and BOST allowed 3 weeks for consultees to respond. Both BOST and Southwark Council
promoted the consultation via their website, newsletters and social media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter. The questionnaire is included in the appendices.

2.4

Door-to-door questionnaires

Although BOST was not able to interact with people owing to Covid-19 restrictions, staff members
invited local residents to participate in the consultation process by dropping questionnaires through
doors at Pattison House, Babbington House, the Disney Street estate and Brandon House. Staff
wore masks and gloves, maintained social distancing and followed Covid-19 guidelines to post
questionnaires through doors and avoided face to face interaction. The Tenants and Residents
Associations were contacted as well in case staff were not able to access blocks in order that the
information could still be shared with residents. Paper form questionnaires could be filled in at
residents’ convenience and dropped through the Red Cross letter box. The box was marked with a
sign saying. ‘Little Dorrit Questionnaires. Please post here. Thank You.’
There was also an option on the paper form to join the Zoom meetings and fill in the online
questionnaire from the links on BOST’s and Southwark Council’s websites. In addition, the
consultation was advertised on posters and leaflets which were installed and distributed in park notice
boards, local shops, local estates and businesses. Posters are included in the appendices.

3.

Consultation responses

It was clear that the most successful methods of consultation were via face-to-face interaction in the
park (57 consultees) and via the online questionnaire (65 consultees). Following the completion of
the four forms of consultation, the responses were collated and the following results produced.
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3.1 What people like
“In 2002 I installed ten bronze
plaques in the west corner of the
park and I often stop to assess their
condition.”

“The drinking fountain
should remain to encourage
the reduction in plastic
bottles.”

“It’s one of the best
parks for under 5s in
North Southwark”

"…the Peace Garden area is incredibly valuable to myself and many other local dog
owners…Being enclosed means that a dog can be allowed to explore safely without interacting
with any strangers (canine or human)….More and more I see dog restrictions in place across
Southwark… contrary to what a large part of the community actually needs… safe, well
maintained, enclosed dog exercise areas… a gate that securely closes and bins for poo bags…
separate from people, paths and children's play areas…many locals have found the Peace
Garden as the perfect safe place to take a solitary bench stop on a dog walk…due to COVID
and lifestyle changes we need you to consider that local dog owners (many of which are
vulnerable people) rely on the safety and security of this tiny gated Peace Garden for a
peaceful dog walk… for those of us who have no children or no family, our pet is often our
sole companion."
“Current patchwork fencing has its charm and I
“The trees are lovely and I can see and
would keep the west wall of the Little Dorrit Park
appreciate the efforts made in Little
for historic reference.”
Dorrit Park by gardeners.”
Of the 65 responses via the online questionnaire, 69% respondents felt safe to very safe in the park.

Why do people go to Little Dorrit or the Peace
Garden?

Bring my children here

Enjoy greenery, flowers, nature

Meet friends

Walk dog

Use as short cut

Come to events

To have lunch

Other

Volunteer gardener

Balance of grass and equipment

Overwhelming, of the 72 respondents via zoom meetings and the paper and online questionnaires,
most said that they brought their children to the park or came to enjoy greenery, flowers and nature.
Although this question was not specifically posed during the July face-to-face consultation session,
all the 57 consultees were parents or carers and had brought children with them. It is also apparent
that having lunch at the park and using it as a short cut were key reasons for visiting.
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What do people like about Little Dorrit and the Peace
Garden?

Grass area

Play equipment

Flower borders/ planting

Benches

Separate dog area

Trees

Brass sculptures

Good location

Old brick wall/historical features

The elements of the park which people most enjoyed were the flowers, trees, seating, play equipment
and grass. However, as noted below, a large proportion of respondents also felt that these should be
improved and made some suggestions. A few people felt that the benches, although welcome, were
in the wrong location or orientation. One person felt that the seating might pose a problem (possibly
seen as attracting street drinkers) and asked for no more seating but this was the only exception.
Certainly the protection of trees was very important to people, although a few advocated a little
management of them to introduce more light at ground level especially along the dark alleyway
adjacent to the park. From the survey narrative, it was clear that only 7 respondents were dog owners
but the majority of respondents liked that the area was separate from the play area.
One respondent who was a dog owner gave a detailed response about the importance of having
separate areas for dogs to be walked: “More and more I see dog restrictions in place across
Southwark… local dog owners (many of which are vulnerable people) rely on the safety and security
of this tiny gated Peace Garden for a peaceful dog walk… for those of us who have no children or no
family, our pet is often our sole companion."
One respondent acknowledged that the fencing and boundary treatments needed addressing but
wanted see the walls of the garden preserved ‘for historic reference.’
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3.2 What people dislike
“I don’t like having street
drinkers in the park...people are
clearly buying and selling drugs…”

“The surfacing is worn…the
tarmac is disintegrating…it makes
scrapes worse than they need to
be…”

“…there is a lack of shelter…it’s impossible for
children to play on a sunny day…”

“I don’t like the street drinkers using the bushes as
a toilet…often in front of the children…there are no
toilets so children all wee in the bushes!”
“The play space is outdated and not really child
friendly….”

“The fencing is worn and ugly and
doesn’t really serve any
purpose…people can easily climb
over after dark…”

“The Peace Garden….and dog area… people don’t
always want to sit there as others might think they
are watching the children…please create area that
doesn’t overlook play areas”

“The L-shape of the park makes it
difficult for parents to keep an
eye on their children…”

“The park doesn’t feel safe or clean….”

“I haven't been for a while but
there is sometimes a tent pitched
and it is not a nice alleyway to
walk down in the dark, I do cycle
down it but it isn't friendly after
dark..”

“…dogs walking into the park….intimidating and
unsafe in general for children who play there.”
“I do not like the alleyway that leads alongside the
park… very ugly and grey… I feel very closed in.
When I walk down it in winter on my way home it is
very dark and as narrow feel no escape routes. It is
not a nice entrance to the Park. The area just off
Borough High Street also needs to be opened up and
some nicer planting, maybe take the walls down, as
just an unused space at the moment.”

Despite the number of positive responses (89) about the existing state of the park, there were
almost as many (87) responses to the ‘dislike’ question and more diverse responses, indicating
that there are many issues to address. As well as the comments summarised in the chart below,
other responses were that: the flow in the park was poor (3), recycling and other bins were needed
(3), it was too busy at lunchtime (3), and there was insufficient shelter from the sun (2). There was
frustration from 6 respondents as “there are no toilets” leading to people “urinating in the bushes.”
Of the 65 consultees responding via the online questionnaire, 29% felt unsafe in the park.
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What people dislike about Little Dorrit and the Peace Garden

Street drinkers,drug dealers including at night/camping
People using bushes as toilets
Not enough seating/ seating in wrong place
Not enough planting
Not enough wildlife areas
Outdated play equipment

Grass is worn/ in wrong place
Dark flooded alleyway/ poor link to Borough High Street
Uneven/broken surfacing
Scruffy appearance
Poor lighting
Dog park too close to children's play area and dirty
Fencing broken/worn/ugly/ ineffective
Vermin (pigeons/rats)

Across all consultation methods, the resounding concern (almost 25% of all respondents) was around
the presence of street drinkers and drug dealers in and around the park. The narrative within the
online questionnaire revealed that many people felt the fence was ineffectual since people simply
broke into the park at night; one respondent called for the fence to be removed. The alleyway adjacent
to the park was felt to be a poor route, especially at night and one respondent within the questionnaire
narrative wrote that
“…the Park and Garden feel dystopian, worn, and uncared for. It also feels unsafe to visit alone, as a
single woman. The Garden has a bizarre sunken pit (dried up paddling pool??), and uneven paving
which is a safety hazard in terms of tripping. The Park has play equipment, which is great - but the
equipment there is old, and looks well past its best. I would like to use the space more, but currently
only really visit as a cut-through to walk other places, as why would I linger in such a depressing,
unsafe place?”.
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Many respondents described this poor link from the High Street (9%) as well as the poor lighting in
this area (6%) and also referred to the out-of-date play equipment (7%).
Many respondents whilst enjoying the greenery, flowers and nature in the space, did not feel that
there was enough of it (13% respondents) and wanted more varied wildlife habitats, as described in
detail by one respondent:
“Anything that reduces the area available to planting e.g. hard standing, sand. The amount of
greenery in Southwark has been reduced drastically (e.g. there's much less grass around Elephant
Park/Heygate Street than there used to be) and that's to its detriment. Ground feeding birds like
sparrows and blackbirds (with their beautiful song) are denied their natural habitat, hedgehogs have
nowhere to live…”
The dog area within the Peace Garden, whilst recognised as needed, was felt by some to not be in
the correct position. People sometimes felt it attracted ‘miscreants’. Others who used it to relax felt
uncomfortable as it was situated so close to the play area:
“…people don’t always want to sit there as others might think they are watching the children…please
create area that doesn’t overlook play areas…”
There was an underlying theme within the consultation responses that the layout of the park needed
overhauling since there are currently conflicting uses, poor sightlines and the park feels ‘disjointed.’
The surfacing both in the park and along the alleyway was seen as problematic and a hazard.

3.3 Ideas people have for improvements
“Very important to build upper
body strength in kids as there is
good opportunity for hanging
(doing monkey bars) and climbing.”
“It would be nice to have the
pathway through to the High Street
next to the playground better lit
and better paved...”
“Better connection to Borough High
Street and that part of park better
utilised and connected to rest of
park...”
“The alley is called birdcage alley –
should maybe have a design feature
of birdcages…”

“It could be vastly improved by taking a more natural
approach to the play equipment… wooden climbing
structures and bark on the ground. This would be a
more welcome green space retreat in an otherwise
quite built up area than it is at present. More could
also be done to make the grassed space more inviting
with tables, tree trunks etc.”
“The train and some of the other equipment is too
challenging and a bit dangerous. But I wouldn’t like it
to go too far in the other direction where the play
structures are too abstract. Keep it fun for little kids.
GMH Park by the Imperial War Museum is a good
example.”
“I think a playground should stay but needs updating
and should also incorporate other facilities such as
more focus on plants and maybe growing vegetable
spaces for the kids so it can also be educational /
linked to the school?.”

“The aesthetics of the park need to be improved. At present lots of different colours that are
not pleasing to the eye. A more natural play area with natural colours such as greens and
wooden play equipment would be nice. More of a natural theme. Flooring more of a
homogenous colour or matching colours. Too many contrasting colours at moment..”
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As well as the responses above and those summarised in the chart below (155 responses in total),
other responses included:
Less hard-standing (1), trampolines (5), table tennis (1), and making the mosaic more of a feature.
Two consultees wanted to ensure that the historical elements of the park (such as the brick wall) were
preserved in the new design. Others also wanted new and contemporary style fencing and boundary
treatments. One respondent requested CCTV as they felt that it would discourage anti-social
behaviour. More trees were requested by 6 respondents and a nature/history trail was requested by
5 respondents.
During BOST’s Zoom consultation sessions, participants were shown local examples of parks to
inspire discussion and ideas generation. Participants within these sessions liked features within King
Stairs Garden, the water feature on Hatton Way which served as an important ecosystem and the
different levels used in Mint Street park. Nearby Brandon House residents thought better lighting was
need but were concerned about light pollution. They also wanted to ensure that any new design did
not bring the play area closer to homes. Residents at Brandon House also wanted the gate, which
separates their residences from the park, to be kept locked.
Overwhelming, most responses featured on the need for more play equipment for a variety of ages
(27% of responses) and improved planting (24% of responses). In addition to new play equipment,
there were specific requests from 8% of respondents for natural play features. Interesting, when the
57 respondents in July 2019 were asked about which play equipment they would specifically like to
see, 36% requested equipment for older children, compared to just 4% of respondents in the
November 2020 online questionnaire (coincidentally both had the same number of respondents).

Ideas for improvements to Little Dorrit and the Peace
Garden

Natural play

Improved, better paved and well lit pathway to Borough High Street.
Better boundaries
Better play equipment for diverse ages
Improved planting
Wildlife areas
New water fountain
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In the July 2019 on site consultation, participants were very specific about the types of play
equipment they would like. Apparatus for older children (e.g. climbing equipment, trampolines,
bigger slides and ziplines) was the most requested. ‘Soft spaces’ for babies were mentioned several
times as were water for playing and more swings. A few respondents also asked for table tennis, a
treehouse, a see saw and basketball.

Play equipment requests from July 2019 consultation
session

Water for play

Apparatus for older children

Soft place for babies

Trampolines

More swings

See-saw

Treehouse

Zipline

Table tennis

Lido

Musical play equipment
The other non-play related requests included an improved, better paved and well-lit pathway to
Borough High Street (14% of responses), better boundaries and wildlife areas (requested by 10% of
respondents), and 6% of respondents requested new drinking fountains.
The BOST team’s impression having undertaken the consultation, is that in general many visitors are
uncomfortable that adults have to walk through the kids area to eat lunch, meet friends etc. People
generally felt that ‘if you don’t have kids you shouldn’t be there.’ This aspect needs to be addressed
as part of the design stage; the space should be able to perform a variety of functions without making
visitors feel unwelcome or uncomfortable.
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Conclusion and next steps

4.

Participants in all consultation sessions appeared to come to similar conclusions. There is consensus
across respondents that the following criteria are used when designing Little Dorrit and the Peace
Garden:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Improve the play equipment for children of diverse ages and consider alternatives such as
natural play;
Create new planted areas, wildlife areas and improve the condition of the grass;
Better layout of the spaces to improve flow and sightlines – this may also serve to reduce
conflict between users, ensure that the space works for all and that visitors made to feel
welcome and comfortable irrespective of whether they are visiting the garden with children,
are wanting to find a quiet solitary space for reflection, are walking their dog, eating lunch with
colleagues etc;
Improve boundary treatments and access to and from the High Street – participants
specifically requested that any new design should also encompass the alleyway and improve
routes to and from the park;
Improve lighting;
Incorporate historical elements/ a nature/ history trail within the design;
Surfacing needs addressing;
Maintain a separate dog area and an area for adults without children which does not overlook
the play space(s);
Consideration of nearby residents’ homes and the balance between improving the community
offer and lighting, whilst preserving residents’ peace

The next stage - creating a concept design - needs consideration. BOST would advocate continuing
to work with the community group through the Friends of Little Dorrit (FOLD) to establish a concept
design which is shared with the community.
In addition, BOST have an established relationship with Ramboll, a leading engineering, architecture
and consultancy company. Every year, graduate employees are giving a project to design and they
like to work with BOST as they enjoy the challenge of designing outdoor spaces in consultation with
the community. After the initial consultation in July 2019, the results were shared with Ramboll and
they created a series of designs. Graduates are encouraged to be as innovative as possible and to
‘think outside the box’. The ideas are varied and may serve as a springboard to assist the design
process for Little Dorrit park and the Peace Garden. The graduates teams’ designs are included in
the appendices.
It is also recommended that designs adhere to the following guidance on designing public realms
which has recently been published by the GLA:
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/expanding_londons_public_realm_combined_final.pdf
and supporting documentation, including:
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/ggbd_making_london_child-friendly.pdf
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